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Two methods of estimating surface velocity vectors from advanced very high resolution racliometer(AVHRR) data were applied to the same set of imagesand the results were compared
with in situ and altimeter measurements. The first method used an automated feature-tracking
algorithm and the secondmethod used an inversionof the heat equation. The 11 images were
from 3 days in July 1988 during the Coastal Transition Zone field program and the in situ data includedacousticDopplercurrentprofiler (ADCP) vectorsand velocitiesfrom near-surfacedrifters.
The two methodswere comparablein their degreeof agreementwith the in situ data, yielding
velocity magnitudes that were 30-50% lessthan drifter and ADCP velocities measured at 15-20 m
depth, with rms directional differencesof about 60 ø. These differencescompared favorably with
a baseline difference estimate between ADCP vectors interpolated to drifter locations within a
well-sampled region. High correlations between the AVHRR estimates and the coincident Geosat
geostrophicvelocity profiles suggestedthat the AVHRR methods adequately resolved the important flow features. The flow field was determined to consistprimarily of a meandering southward
flowing durrent, interacting with several eddies, including a strong anticyclonic eddy to the north
of the jet. Incorporation of sparse altimeter data into the AVHRR estimates gave a modest
improvement in comparisons with in situ data.

1.

INTRODUCTION

There

The prospectof obtaining time seriesof velocity maps of
the ocean without having to make extensivefield measurements has prompted numerousattempts to infer the surface
velocity field from satellite image data. These fields repre-

were also numerous

field measurements

with which to

compare the estimates, primarily from the acoustic Doppler

current profiler (ADCP) and surfacedrifters (droguedto
15 m) [Huyer et al., 1991;Brink et al., 1991]. In addition,

the Geosat Mtimeter provided estimates of the anomMous
geostrophic velocity, relative to the 2.5-year mean velocsent nearly instantaneous estimates of the currents over a
ity. Although the altimeter gives only one component of
large area, avoiding the temporal aliasing inherent in ship the velocity, it has the advantage of sampling the field syssurveys. Methods to infer the velocity field from imagesof tematically Mong the tracks, unlike the drifters, which tend
seasurfacetemperature(SST) fall into two categories:those to be drawn into and oversample the most energetic jets.
which follow featuresin the field without regard to the ac- Although the primary focus of this analysis is the comparitual temperatures[e.g., Vastanoand Borders,1984; Emery son of the two methods of using AVHRR sequences,we also
et al., 1986; Tokmakianet al., 1990] and those which use looked at combining the two methods with each other and

the heat equationand the measuredSST [e.g., Kelly, 1983,
1989; Wald, 1983]. The advantageof the first type is that it

does not require precise temperatures and therefore the results are less sensitive to errors in the data.

Inversion of the

data using the heat equation requires a correction for water
vapor or viewing geometry. As a by-product, the analysis
using the heat equation produces an estimate of the SST
changesdue to horizontal advectionof heat in the upper
ocean.

with

other

satellite

or in situ data.

The two methods for estimating the velocities are the

maximumcrosscorrelation(MCC) methodof Emery et al.
[1986]and a modifiedversionof th• a'lly [•sss] inversion.
The data used in the comparison are described in section 2,
followed by a brief description of the methods in section 3,
with emphasison the modificationsto the original methods.
In section 4 we evaluate the velocity estimates by comparison with other data.

To evaluate and compare these two methods we have
used them independently and in combination on a series

Also in section 4 we describe

the combi-

nation of AVHRR and other velocities using both objective
anMysis and the inversion of the heat equation. Section 5
contains a discussionof the interpretation of the velocity

of advancedvery high resolutionradiometer(AVHRR) imagesfrom the Coastal Transition Zone (CTZ) experiment estimates and their usefulness. The last section contains
[Brink and Cowles,1991]. The imageswere from an un- the summary and conclusions. The viewing angle correcusually cloud-free period, spanning about 3 days in July
1988, and thus represent the best possibledata conditions.

Copyright 1992 by the American GeophysicalUnion.

tion for SST for the heat equation inversion is discussedin
Appendix A and further details of the methods are presented
in Appendices B and C.
2.

Paper number 92JC00734.

DATA PROCESSING

The AVHRR images covered the region from 34.5øN to
39.5øN and from 122.3øW to 129.0øW during the period
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from July 16 through July 18 (year days 198-200 in 1988).

TABLE 1. AVHRR Images Used in the Velocity Estimates

Figure I showsone image from July 17 with velocities from
surface drifters superimposed. The drifters and field surveys from this period showed a strong jet that flowed to-

Year Day:Hour
1988,

UT

ward the southwest, from the northeast corner of the sur-

vey region(39.0øN, 124.3øW,50 km from the coast)to approximately36.5øN,127.5øW(an offshoreextent of approximately 300 km), where it turned cyclonicallyand flowed
back onshore and to the south, forming a large meander

[Huyer et al., 1991;Brink et al., 1991;Strubet al., 1991]. A
closedcycloniceddy (diameterlessthan 100 km) wasfound
inshoreof the cyclonicmeander at 37øN and 126.5øW, and a

larger (150-kmdiameter)anticycloniceddy wastracedby a
surfacedrifter at approximately35.5øN,124øW[Strubet al.,
1991]. ADCP velocitytransectsacrossthe jet near 125øW
revealedvelocitiesaslargeas 0.8 m s-• in the 20 to 40-kmwide core of the jet [Dewey et al., 1991]. Surfacedrifters
were apparently drawn by convergingflow into an even narrower and more energetic core, where velocities as large as

1.2 m s-• wereencountered
[Swenson
et al., 1992]. The

A

198:12

B

198:15

C

198:23

D

199:03

E

199:12

F

199:17

G

199:23

H

200:02

I

200:11

J

200:16

K

200:23

done.However,somecloudcontamination
waspresent,and

shoreof the maximumvelocitiesin the jet's core [Huyer et
al., 1991; Chavezet al., 1991; Strub et al., 1991].

simple screeningmethods were usedto discountthe velocity
estimates in these regions. The heat equation requires relatively accurate SST gradients. Following Kelly and Davis
[1986],a simpleviewinganglecorrectionfor water vaporwas

Images from the polar-orbiting NOAA 9 and NOAA 10
satellites were converted to brightness temperatures using

rection

only the channel4 (10.3-11.3 #m) radiances. A total of

in the seriesof images(seeTable A1); howeverconsiderable

11 images from July 1988 were processed;the times of the

scatter remained in the SST variance for the seriesof images
after the correction was applied.

coldest water was often found in a narrow filament just in-

images(year day and hour in UT) are given in Table 1.
Images were registered to a common equirectangular projection, using the coordinates of known coastal features to
correct the navigation to within approximately one pixel

appliedto the channel4 data (seeAppendixA). This corremoved

trends in the mean and the variance

of SST

Only two profiles(Figure 2) from the Geosat altimeter
Exact Repeat Mission (ERM) were used for comparison
with the velocity estimates, because the sampling interval

(1.08 km square).Althoughcloudsin the data are a problem (17 days)of the altimeter wassomuchlargerthan the interfor either method of estimating the velocity, these images val over which velocity estimateswere computed(2.5 days)
were relatively cloud free and no explicit cloud flagging was
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Fig. 1. SST from the AVHRR imageon July 17, 1707 UT (image Fig. 2. Ascending subtracks of the Geosat altimeter. The crossF, Table 1), overlaidwith drifter velocitiesfrom three of the five track component of geostrophicvelocity, derived from the residual
12-hour periods used for comparisonwith the AVHRR-derived.... sea surfaceheight proIdes,is plotted with positive (onshore)vevelocities. The scale arrow shows the length of a vector rep-

resenting0.5 m s-•.
temperatures.

locity toward the right. Only the three profiles from days 197, 200

Lightergray shadescorrespondto cooler and 203 wereusedin the comparisons
with the velocitysolutions.
Maximumspeedis about 0.67 m s-• .
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contained usable data. These profiles were separated by approximately 100 km in space and 3 days in time; the dates
for the profiles were days 200 and 203. Profiles for days 197
and 206 were available, but the low correlations between
the velocity estimates and these profiles suggestedthat the
temporal separation was too large for them to be useful.

Collinear height profilesfor the 2.5-year ERM were pro-
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the Point Sur. The ADCP data collected over the 2.5-day
period at the nominal 20-m depth are shown in Figure 3.
A comparison of the altimeter, drifter and ADCP velocities
shows the more uniform spatial sampling of the altimeter
and ADCP data, the relatively small region covered by the
ADCP data, and the oversampling of the narrow jet by the
drifters.

cessedusingprogramsdescribedby Carusoet al. [1990]
to obtain a series of anomalous sea surface heights. Raw
altimeter heights were adjusted for tides, water vapor, tropospheric and ionospheric delays, and surface pressure using correction factors provided on the National Oceano-

3.

ANALYSIS METHODS

To compare the velocity estimates from the two different methods with each other and with the data, we defined

five non-overlappingtime intervals, each 12 hours long, be-

graphic Data Center (NODC) distributiontapes [Cheney
ginning at noon UT on day 198. A best possible velocity
et al., 1987]. For eachsubtrackall of the profileswere interpolated to a commonlatitude-longitude grid with points
separatedby 0.98 s (approximately7 km) alongtrack. Orbit errorsover approximately 30ø arcs were removedusing a
least squaresfit to a sine function, with period equal to the
orbital period of the satellite. The mean of all the height
profiles for each subtrack was removed, and the anomalous
sea surface height was low-passfiltered using a filter with
a half-power point of 55 km to reduce instrument noise.
Filtered anomalous sea surface height h was converted to
anomalous cross-track velocity u, assumingthe geostrophic

estimate for each time interval was computed using each
method; these estimates included multiple image pairs for
each interval. Becausethe two methods have slightly different criteria for selecting the best pairs of images, the same
pairs of images were not necessarilyused for both the MCC
and inverse solutions. Most of the estimates used three pairs
of images. The two methods are describedbriefly below with
additional details included in the appendices.
MCC

Method

The MCC method [Emery et al., 1986]is an automated

relationship

procedure for estimating the displacementsof small regions
of SST patterns between sequential AVHRR images. In this
u = f Oy
procedure a subregion of an initial image is crosscorrelated
where y is the alongtrack coordinate, g is gravity, and f is with the same size subregionin a subsequentimage, searchthe Coriolis parameter. The anomalous geostrophic veloc- ing for the location in the second image which gives the
ity profilesare shownin Figure 2, with positive(onshore) maximum cross-correlation coefficient. The displacement of
cross-trackvelocities to the right. The maximum offshore the water parcel corresponding to the first subregion is as-g Oh

jet velocitycalculatedin this mannerwas0.67 m s-•; this

sumed

maximum is relatively low, probably becausethe half-power
point for the spatial filter is larger than the jet width of
20-40

km.

The CTZ field program used Tristar Mark II drifters

to be the distance

between

its initial
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[Niiler et al., 1987]with 6-m radar reflector-shaped
drogues

I % •

at a central depth of 15 m. Positions of the drifters were
determined eight times each day using the Argos satellite
system, with an accuracy of approximately 300 m for each
position. The drifters are thought to follow horizontal cur-

II

rentswithroot-mean-square
(rms)errorsof only0.01m s-•
under normal conditions. The drifter positions over intervals of 4 days were fit to cubic splines to remove inertial
and tidal signals. This procedure is equivalent to tempo-

i

ral smoothingwith a half-powerpoint of 0.45 cpd [Brink
et al., 1991]. The final data set consistedof positionsseparated by 12 hours. Velocity vectors were calculated from
pairs of these positions with nominal times at the midpoint
of the time interval and locationsat the midpoint of the two
positions. The drifter velocities for the first three 12-hour
periods used in the comparisonsare shown in Figure 1.
ADCP data were collected by two ships using hull-

mounted transducers: a 300-kHz transducer on the R/V
Wecomaand a 150-kHz transduceron the R/V Point Sur.
Navigation data from LORAN-C receiverswere usedon each
ship to convert the relative velocity from the ADCP to ab-

solutecurrentand ship velocities[Kosroet al., 1991]. The
currents were filtered to remove signals with periods less
than 30 minutes and averagedhorizontally over 20-km bins.

The top two bins used here were centered at 15.1 m and
19.1 m depth for the Wecoma and 16.7 m and 20.7 m for
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Fig. 3. The ADCP velocity vectors used in the comparison with
the velocity solutions from AVHRR. All the individual vectors at
a nominal depth of 20 m from the 2.5-day period are shownin the

figure. Only those vectorswithin a 36-hour interval centeredon
the nominal solution time were used for the comparisons with each
velocity solution in Table 2. The ADCP vectors were interpolated
to the locations

of the drifter

vectors

which

were within

(dashedline) to obtain baselineerror statistics.

the box
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the center of the subregion in the second image with the details are given by Emery et al. [1986, 1992] and Garmaximum crosscorrelation. The size of the region searched cia and Robinson[1989]. The correlationtile usedhere was
in the secondimage (the searchwindow) dependson the 25 pixels square and the searchwindow was large enough to
maximum displacement that could be caused by reasonable accommodate
velocities
of 1.0m s-• in anydirection
(4- 10velocities at the ocean surface. The subregion used in the 30 pixel displacements,depending on the time separations

cross-correlation
calculation(the correlationtile)should be
large enough to contain a number of independent features
in the SST field; the number of such features is related to
the number of degreesof freedom in the cross-correlation
calculation. High-passfiltering the SST field, retaining features smaller than 25 km, increased the number of degrees
of freedom by eliminating larger-scalefeatures. Appendix B
describes

the
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betweenimages). Correlationswere empiricallydetermined
to be significant with 90% confidenceif valuesof the maximum cross-correlationcoefficient r were greater than 0.4
for the 10-pixel searchwindow or 0.6 for the 30-pixel search
window.

Once a field of vectors had been produced by the MCC

method (Figure 4a), a numberof subsequentstepswereperformed to eliminate obviously erroneous vectors. Vectors as-
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Fig. 4. (a) The full MCC field from the pair of imagesF and G (Table 1). The vector in the top right shows
0.5 m s-• . (b) The samefield as in Figure4a, after eliminatingvectorswith cross-correlation
coefficientr less
than 0.4. (c) As in Figure 4b, after applyinga nearestneighborfilter. (d) The weightedaverageof the fields
from the threepairs of imagesfor the third time interval (day 199.75), overlaidon the sameAVHRR imageas in
Figure 1. Each velocity is weighted by r after eliminating individual velocities with r less than 0.4.
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sociated

with

maximum

cross correlations

less than

0.4 were

eliminated, since these values were no greater than random

correlations(Figure 4b). A nearestneighborfilter, usinga 3
x 3 subgrid, was used to replace vectors which differed from
the subgrid mean by more than 3 standard deviations. The
new vector was calculated by searchinga 20 x 20 pixel region

ESTIMATES
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weighting factor which determines the importance of this
constraint relative to the fit of the velocity solutions to the

heat equation(2), whichhasweight1.
Severalspecificchangesfrom Kelly [1989]weremade in
the inversion method used here and they are discussedin
more detail in Appendix C. Two-dimensional biharmonic

aroundthe mean displacement
(Figure 4c). After this was splines(see,for example,Sandwell,[1987])wereusedasbadone for each pair of images, a weighted average of two or
three vector fields was performed, using r for the weighting
factor, and excluding vectors with r below the cutoff. For
the first three 12-hour periods, three fields were averaged
using a cutoff of 0.4, in an attempt to eliminate clouds. Figure 4d shows an average vector field for day 199.75. For
the last two 12-hour periods, only two fields were used in
the average with the cutoff reduced to 0.1 to keep as many
vectors as possible, since there were no apparent clouds.

sis functions

instead

of the two-dimensional

Fourier

series.

These splines have an adjustable knot density, so that the
solutions behave better in regions of sparsedata than functions with a fixed spatial grid. Another change that was
made was in the computation of the large-scaletemperature
change term, which we have called S. To allow more than
one pair of images to be used in each inversion, we first removed the S term from each pair of images as a separate

calculation,so that the actual form of (2) solvedto obtain
the velocity field was

Inversion o] SST Using the Heat Equation

uTxq-vTy= -T[ q-m(a:,y)

(4)

The inversion of the heat equation for the surface velocity
field was similar in concept, but differed in detail, from the

whereT[ = Tt - S(a:,y) is the residualtemperaturechange
after the large-scalecontribution$ is removed.This change
method describedby Kelly [1989]. The heat equationused was not incorporatedinto the inversionsby Taggatt[1991]
here is given by

are the horizontal gradients of SST; and Tt is the temporal

on some of the same images becausehe used only one pair
of images in each inversion. A comparison of his results
with those obtained here suggestedthat the use of multiple
imagesqualitatively improved the solutions,particularly in
regions of small SST gradients or known cloud contamina-

derivativeof SST. The right-handsideof (2) represents
SST

tion.

fluctuations which are due to residual measurement errors,
surface heat fluxes, mixing, and vertical advection. We explicitly removed the large spatial scale residual S, which is
presumably not due to advection; the smaller-scale resid-

By varying the weightingparameter a on the divergence,
the inversionof the heat equation producesa wholefamily of
solutions. Approximately sevensolutionswere computed for
each time interval with a ranging from 0.005 to 0.32, result-

ual m is an error

ing in solutionswith rms speedsof about 0.15-0.60 m s-•
anddivergences
of 1-15 x 10-6 s-•. The misfitof a solution
is definedto be the ratio of the varianceof m(a:,y) in (4) to
the varianceof the net temperature change,T[, and values

Tt q-uTx q-vTy = $(a;,y) q- m(a;,y)

(2)

where u,v are the horizontalvelocity components;Tx,Ty

term

which

was minimized

in the inver-

sion. Removing the large-scale term in the heat equation
is analogousto high-pass filtering the images in the MCC
method. Horizontal gradients of SST were computed for 16

x 16 pixelsubsets(16 pixelsis approximately18 km) of the
images. The temporal derivatives were computed by finite
differencesbetween images, using the average SST for each
subset. There is an optimal temporal lag 5l betweenimages
for the inversion' if 5t is too large, the velocity field will
changetoo much from one image to the next or a water parcel will move a distance larger than the subset over which
the SST gradient is computed. If, on the other hand, 5t is
too small, measurement errors will dominate the temporal
derivative of SST. The acceptable range of temporal lags
was determined by examining the misfit of the best velocity
solution to the heat equation; only pairs of imagesseparated
by at least 6 hours and by no more than 18 hours were used
in the inversions. The preferred value of 5t for the inversion
is approximately 12 hours, compared with preferred values
of 4-6

hours for the MCC

method.

for all the computed solutionsranged from 30% to 85%. A
consistentset of best solutionswas chosenby requiring the
solutions

for each of the five time intervals

to have similar

rms speeds and divergence values; the optimal speed and
divergencevaluesweredeterminedsubjectivelyto give large
jet speedswithout large divergencesor large vectorsnear the
edges. Figure 5a showsthe selectedsolution for day 199.75
with a = 0.04.

The solutions which were selected had rms

speedsof about0.23-0.31m s-• anddivergences
of 2.7-5.1
x 10-6 s-•. Althoughthesespeedsweresomewhatlow,
as is discussedbelow, solutions with larger rms speedsdid
not have a better fit to the comparison data. The misfit
to the heat equation varied considerably from one time interval

to the next:

the misfits of the selected solutions

for

the five time intervals were 77%, 35%, 34%, 54%, and 76%,
respectively.

The null spaceof the heat equation(2) containsvelocity
vectors which are parallel to isotherms as well as any velocity in a region of negligible SST gradients, becausethese
velocity fields do not cause temporal changesin the SST.

Kelly [1989]showedthat in the absenceof any constraint

4.

RESULTS

To assessthe utility of the AVHRR velocity estimates,
we compared them with measured velocities and with each
other.

All the vectors

were measured

or estimated

at differ-

on the solutions, the inversion produced the cross-isotherm
ent locations; therefore one set of vectors had to be intervelocity component, smoothedby using a limited number of
polated in each comparison to the grid of the other set of
basis functions, but that the addition of a constraint on the
vectors. For the inverse solution, the spline coefficientsdesolution, such as the minimization of horizontal divergence,
fine a continuous velocity field, so that the inverse solutions
were always interpolated to the location of the data vec+
= o)
tors. The MCC vectors, on the other hand, were computed
gave plausible total velocity fields. The parameter a is a independently at each grid point and thus they had to be
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Fig. 5. The selectedinversesolution for the third 12-hour period (day 109.75). (a) Full spatial resolutionwith

c• =0.04. (b) Reducedspatialresolutionwith a weightof c• =0.02. (c) As in Figure 5b, exceptincludingthe
assimilationof the MCC field from day 199.75 with a weight of ]3 =0.2. (d) As in Figure 5b, except including
assimilation of the Cleosatdata along subtracks on days 200 and 203 with weight • =0.2, and overlaid on the saane
AVHRR image as in Figure 1.

interpolated to the location of the data vectors. All interpolation was done using overdeterminedbiharmonic splines

with nd=

Vectors,only those vectorswith magnitudeslarger than
0.05 m s-• were usedin the computation. As a baseline'

2 (see Appendix C); that is, the vectorswere estimate for the effect of the interpolation, we interpolated

smoothed slightly in the interpolation.
For the vector comparisons we chose a measure of misfit
which could distinguish between differences in magnitude
and differencesin direction: the rms ratio of the magnitude

an MCC estimate to its original grid, that is, we simply
smoothed it: the ratio of the smoothed magnitudes to the
original magnitudeswas 0.90 and the rms angular difference

of the estimate

below: a ratio near 0.90 and an angulardifferencenear 40ø

relative

to the data and the rms difference

be-

tween the directions. To prevent a disproportionately large
contribution to the directional difference from very sinall

was 41 ø. These values can be used to evaluate

the results

are to be expected simply becauseof the necessaryinterpolation of vectors to make the comparison.

AND STRUB: COMPARISON OF RADIOMETER

Comparisons o[ the A VHRR Velocity Estimates With Data

While none of the more direct velocity measurescan be
consideredthe "true" velocity, becauseeach of the measurements has its own sourcesof error, discrepanciesbetween
the AVHRR estimates and a variety of other measurements
are suggestiveof the nature and magnitude of the errors
in the AVHRR estimates. ADCP, drifter, and Geosat data
were compared with the velocity estimates for each 12-hour
interval. Becausethere were relatively few ADCP vectors,
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compared with 0.51 for the inverse solutions, but at the expense of the directional disagreement, an rms difference of

74* comparedwith 66* for the inversesolutions. However,
because the number

of estimates

is small and the scatter

in

the measuresin Table 2 is large, these differencesare not
statistically significant. These differences between AVHRR
and in situ data

translate

into rms differences

in vector

ve-

locitiesof about0.2-0.4 m s-• in a regioncontaininga jet
with velocitiesof approximately1.0 m s-•.
Some other trends can be seen in Table 2 by comparing

the vectors from two or three consecutive 12-hour intervals

were combined in the comparisons.
To evaluate the differencesbetween the AVHRR velocity
estimates and the more direct velocity measurements,we
computed a baseline comparison between the ADCP and

VEIX)C1TY ESTIMATES

the differences

in the statistics

for ADCP

with

the differ-

encesfor the drifters, recalling that the drifters preferentially
sampled the jets. Using the rms ratio for all the AVHRR-

drifter vectorsfor the sameregion. Becausethe direct mea-

derivedvelocity estimatesin Table 2 (0.34 for drifters and
0.55 for ADCP) and taking into accountthe 10% reduction

surements were sparse spatially and temporally compared
with the AVHRR estimates, we combined direct measure-

for interpolation, the AVHRR methods underestimate the
drifter speedsby about 56%. This compareswith an under-

ments from the entire period (2.5 days) for the compari- estimate of the drifter speedsusing ADCP of about 22%.
son. The ADCP measuredin a more regular grid than the The AVHRR methods underestimate speedsfor the ADCP
drifters; therefore we interpolated the ADCP vectors to the
drifter locations which were within the region which was
sampledwell by the ADCP, as shownin Figure 3. Comparing the interpolated ADCP with the original drifter vectors

by about 35%. The rms directional differencerelative to the
drifters is about 60', which is essentiallythe same as that

for interpolatedADCP data (59*). The rms directionaldifference

for all AVHRR-derived

estimates

for the ADCP

is

gavea magnituderatio (ADCP/drifter) of 0.58 and an rms
directional differenceof 59ø. The small magnitude ratio,

slightlylarger (70*) than that for the drifters. This rms di-

relative to the approximately 0.90 ratio expected from interpolation alone, demonstrates that the drifter speeds are
systematicallylarger than those from the ADCP. There are
a variety of reasons why these measurementsmight have
systematic differences,and a complete discussionof the differences is beyond the scope of this paper. The baseline
comparison simply showshow much two independent measurements of the velocity might differ and still be useful

standard deviation; the mean angular differenceranged from

difference

consists of both a mean difference

0* to 29* for the estimates in Table 2. The MCC

and a

estimates

had relatively small mean differencesrelative to the drifters

(titat is, in the jets) and larger mean differencesrelative to
the ADCP, whereas the converse was true for the inverse

solutions:the largermeanangulardifferences
(9'-21') were
relative to the drifter data. For a baseline comparison, the
mean angular difference between the drifter and ADCP vec-

tors was 4*. There was no distinguishablepattern in the

measures.

The statistical comparisonsof both the MCC and the inverse solutions with the drifter

and ADCP

vectors are shown

in Table 2. The number of drifter comparison vectors for
each 12-hour period was about 35-40; the number of comparison vectors for ADCP is shown for each solution in Table 2. There are several clear trends in Table 2, of which
the most apparent is the similarity between the statistics of
the MCC

rectional

and the inverse

solutions.

Based

on the ADCP

comparisons,on average the M CC estimates have slightly
larger magnitudes, an rms ratio of 0.58 for all the estimates,

sign of the mean angular difference.
All five estimates from each method were compared with
the Geosat cross-track velocity from day 200, which was the
nearest measurement in time. This Geosat profile crossed

the eastwardflowingjet at nearly right angles,thus giving
a reasonable estimate of the maximum jet speed. For these
scalar comparisons the velocity vectors were interpolated to
points along the Geosat subtrack, with a resolution of about
7 km, and the cross-track component at every point was
computed. Then a linear regressionwas calculated between

TABLE 2. Comparison of Solutions With Drifter and ADCP Vectors
Drifter

ADCP

Solution

Time

/•0

Ratio

/•0

Ratio

MCC

198.75

70 ø

0.27

81 ø

0.46

13

MCC

199.25

63 ø

0.26

63 ø

0.48

21

MCC

199.75
200.25

55*
57 ø

0.38
0.41

65*
86*

0.54
0.74

17
18

200.75
198.75
199.25

49 ø
49 ø

0.46
0.25
0.25

72*
50 ø
53 ø

0.65
0.48
0.47

11
11
21

MCC
MCC
Inverse
Inverse

Inverse

199.75
200.25

Inverse

200.75

Combined

199.75

Inverse

73 ø

No.

68 ø

0.40

62 ø

0.33

71 ø
53 ø

0.62
0.46

18

17

52 ø
39 ø

0.29

92*

0.48

13

0.35

71 ø

0.55

16
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the velocity estimate d and the Geosat geostrophicvelocity

a -- aug-]-b

(5)

with all velocities given in meters per second. The results
are shownin Table 3, which includesthe squaredcorrelation

VELOCITY ESTIMATES

(inverse/MCC) has a mean of 0.66 over the five intervals;
thus the inverse solutions have magnitudes one-third less
than the MCC estimates. This is apparently becausethe inverse solutions

are smoother

than the MCC

estimates:

after

smoothing with the objective analysis proceduredescribed
in the next section, the MCC jet magnitudes were quite sim-

coefficient,
p2. Againthe resultsfor the MCC andinverse ilar to thoseof the inversesolution(compareFigures4d, 5a
solutionsare similar,with magnitudes(rms valuefor a) of and 7a). The differencein directionbetweenthe MCC and

0.56 and 0.44, respectively. Although the altimeter measures inversesolutionsrangesfrom 60ø to 75ø, valuescomparable
to the differences between either AVHRR
solution and the
objectively,the jet representeda large part of the GeosatveADCP
vectors.
Thus,
although
Table
2
suggests
that the
locity variance in this particular profile. Thus the Geosat
AVHRR
solutions have similar directional
differences with
comparison data represent a sampling situation somewhere
between that of the preferentialjet samplingof the drifters the data, they differ in direction as much from each other
as either does from the data.
and the more objective ADCP sampling. The resultingunNevertheless, a qualitative comparison of the solutions
derestimates
of 34% (MCC) or 46% (inverse)are therefore
(Figures
4d and 5a) showsmostof the samefeaturesin the
consistent with the vector data comparisons.

The correlationcoefficients
in thesecomparisons
(Table3)

circulation pattern. A jet flows toward the southwest from

arerelativelyhigh(rmsvalueforp2is 0.58),suggesting
that, the northernedge(390N, 1250W)to the westernedgeof the

domain near 36.50N, 1280W, then flows toward the southimagesare qualitativelyaccurate.This is illustratedin Fig- east near 360N, 1260W. A cycloniceddy is found inshoreof
ure 6, whichshowsthe Geosatprofile(solidline) on day 200 the jet near 370N, 126.5øW. Anticyclonic eddies are found
along with the profiles for the third and fourth estimates for northwest of the jet near 38.5øN, 126.5øW, and inshore of
the jet near 35.50N, 124øW. The MCC method results in
both the MCC and inverse methods. Note that the resolution of flow features near the ends of the profiles is some- a more continuous, meandering jet, whereas the inversion
what better using the inversemethod than usingthe MCC of the heat equation depicts the southern half of the jet as
method. Away from the edgesof the images,multiple peaks the inshore part of an anticyclonic eddy at 35.50N, 1260W,
of onshoreand offshoreflow are well resolvedby both meth- that is shown only weakly, if at all, in the M CC solution. In
ods, which suggeststhat the underestimate of the jet speeds general, the inverse solution is more eddylike and the MCC
is not duc to inadequate spatiM resolution in the estimates. estimate is more jetlike. The difference in character of the
Correlation coefficientswcrc substantially lower for regres- estimatesis probably a function of the finer spatial grid of
sions with the Geosat data from day 203 along a subtrack the inversesolution(18 km versus27 km for the MCC),
which allows for smaller features, and the minimization of
which is closerto the coast and which had a larger temporal separation. For the M CC estimates these correlations horizontal divergence, which tends to produce closed circulation patterns.

ignoring the low jet speeds,the flow fieldsfrom the AVHRR

(p2)were0.34-0.56,andfortheinverse
solutions
thesecor-

relations were much lower, 0.03-0.36. Correlations with the
Geosat data for day 197 wcrc even smaller, suggestingthat
the velocity field was changingtoo fast for these data to be
useful for comparisons.
Comparison oj' A VHRR Estimates

The inverse solution

shows an onshore

and northward

re-

turn flow southeastof the northern half of the jet, stretching
from 36.50N, 126øW to 38øN, 124øW. This coherentonshore
flow is missing in the mean M CC estimate between 1240W

and 1260W (Figure 4d), althoughit is presentin a noisy
fashionon someof the individualMCC fields(Figure4c) and

it appears in the subjective flow vectors shownin Figure 12
To determine whether the AVHRR solutionsagreedmore of Strub et al. [1991]. ADCP vectorsat 37.50N, 124.5øW
with each other than with the data, we directly compared (Figure3) and dynamicheightfieldsfrom the completeJuly
the two AVHRR-derived fields both quantitatively and qual- 13-18 survey[Huyer et al. , 1991]supportthe presence
of a
itatively. The results using the vector statistical measures band of onshore flow more like the inverse solution than the
are shown in Table 4. The rms ratio of the magnitudes MCC estimate. Just south of this region, at about 37.30N,

TABLE 3. Comparisonof SolutionsWith GeosatCross-TrackVelocity

Solution

Time

a

MCC
MCC
MCC
MCC
MCC
Inverse
Inverse
Inverse
Inverse
Inverse
Combined

198.75
199.25
199.75
200.25
200.75
198.75
199.25
199.75
200.25
200.75
199.75

0.56
0.42
0.64
0.57
0.58
0.39
0.49
0.48
0.49
0.33
0.63

b
0.07
-0.03
-0.01
-0.07
-0.01
-0.08
-0.09
-0.01
-0.05
-0.02
-0.05

p2
0.43
0.53
0.53
0.69
0.74
0.49
0.72
0.60
0.38
0.54
0.58
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Fig.6. Thecross-track
velocity
profiles
forGeosat
andbothtypes

of
AVHRR
•timates.
The
Geosat
geostrop•c
velocity
pro•e
for
day
200
(,ond
line)
and
the
MCC
(dashed)
and
theheat
equation

• t • • • • ••4•

(dotted)
solutions
•e shown
for(a)day
199.75
and
(b)day
200.25.-

• • • 4,,••,.

Bothsolutions
•derestimate
themag•tudes
ofthevelocity,
es-

• • • ß, •

•

•.

•

,•

- 36

peciMlythat of the offshore
jet at about37.5øN However,
both

solutions
re•lve
feat•es
inthe
flow
• (see
quantified
by ß
therelatively
hi•most
correlations
between
thefield
pro•es
Table
3)
TABLE 4. Comparison of MCC and Inverse Solutions
Time

ti0

Ratio*

198.75

75 ø

0.63

199.25

68 ø

0.69

199.75

60 ø

0.76

200.25

61 ø

0.69

200.75

65 ø

0.58

I
-128

I
-127

124.5øW, along the cold filament extending southwestfrom
Point Reyes,the estimatesalsodisagree. The M CC estimate
suggestsoffshoreflow, whereasthe inversesolution suggests

I
-125

I
-124

I
-123

Fig. 7. The velocity field reconstructed from the stream function

using objective analysisof the field shownin Figure 4d. (a) for
the MCC vectorsalone and (b) includingthe altimeter velocities
along tracks for days 197, 200, and 203.

Combining Information
To test whether

*Inverse/MCC

I
-126

either

AVHRR

method

could

be com-

bined with other data to obtain better estimates, we used
two basic techniques. The first was the addition of a constraint on the heat equation inverse to require the solution
to match other data. The second method was objective
analysis to combine MCC vectors with in situ data. The determination

of whether

the combined

solutions

were better

onshoreflow. A few days later (day 203), the Geosatpro- than the original AVHRR solutionswas limited by the accufiles (Figure 2) suggestpronouncedoffshoreflowjust south racy of the comparisondata, becausethe angulardifferences
of this region at about 36.8'N, 124.5'W.
betweenthe drifter and ADCP vectorswere as large as those
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between

•Y

the AVHRR

and either
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in situ data set. Neverthe-

less, an increasein the magnitudes of the AVHRR velocities
with no degradation of the angular differenceswould clearly
represent an improved solution.
Combined inversions. The heat equation inversion is a
least squaresprocedure which can be augmented with addi-

tional constraintsby simply adding more equations(rows)
to the system, with a weight which reflects the importance

of the new information. To the systemgivenby (3) and (4)
we addedthe requirementthat the velocitysolutions(u, v)
match the specificedvectors(u•, v•) at the locationsxi, that
is,

where /• is the weight given to this constraint relative to

(4), analogous
to a in (3). The specifiedvectorsin this case
were from

the M CC

estimates.

Since

the cross-correlation

coefficientr from the MCC method reflects the accuracyof

ESTL•IATES

cant improvement over either estimate alone, with a - 0.63

andp2= 0.58(solution
Combined
in Table3). Thusthere
was no obvious gain in information from the combination of
the two methods.

We next tested whether the inversion of the heat equation could be improved by the addition of altimeter data.
Becausereal velocity vectors are often approximately parallel to the isothermsand therefore producelittle or no change
i n SST, the magnitude of the velocity could be largely un-

derestimatedin the heat equationinversion[Kelly, 1989].
The altimeter gives an estimate of the component of the
geostrophic velocity perpendicular to the subtrack, so that
except where the satellite subtrack is nearly parallel to the
isotherms, the cross-track velocity component should improve the velocity estimate. The addition of altimeter data
into the inversion was analogousto the MCC assimilation,
except that only one velocity component could be matched
to the altimeter data. The component of the solution vector

(u, v) in the cross-track
directionwasrequiredto matchthe
geostrophicvelocity from the altimeter ug, that is,

the velocityestimateat that point [Tokmakianet al., 1990],

cos• + vsin ß = ug)

a multiple of the correlation value was used as the weight in

(6) and (7), i.e.,/• -- r/•0.
With

the additional

rows the matrices

to be factored

for

the inversewere substantially larger; therefore the combined
inversions were computed at a somewhat reduced resolu-

(8)

where• is the anglebetweenthe z axis of the images(here,
due east) and the perpendicularto the satellite subtrack.
Again both sidesof (8) were weightedrelative to the heat

which corresponded to nd = 3 instead of nd = 2, as defined
in Appendix C. A control solution at the lower resolution

equation, by the factor 7.
We assimilated a single altimeter profile for day 200 into
the solution for day 199.75 and we assimilated profiles for
both days 200 and 203, using 7 = 0.2 in all cases. The

using only the AVHRR data for day 199.75 is shownin Fig-

solution using both profilesis shownin Figure 5d. The con-

ure 5b and its comparisons with vector data are shown as

trol case for the altimeter

the

the lower spatial resolution(Figure 5b). The single-profile
assimilationdid not significantlyimprove the solution (Table 5); howeverassimilationof both profiles(Figure 5d) gave

tion (54 km) comparedwith the originalinversions(35 km),

"no data"

solution

in Table

5.

This

solution

had the

same input information as in Figure 5a, but the weight c•
was decreasedslightly to maintain approximately the same
speedsin the solution: a magnitude ratio of 0.57 for ADCP
compared with 0.62 and a slight increase in the directional
difference, 77ø compared with 71ø. Some features were lost
in reducing the spatial resolution, the most notable of which
is the breaking up of the continuous band of onshore flow
south of the jet at 37.5øN, 125øW into two cyclonic eddies.

For the third time interval (day 199.75), the inversesolution was constrainedto match the MCC estimates(Figure 5c); this solutiondifferedfrom the ADCP data by as
much as either of the estimates alone (solution Combined
in Table 2), althoughthere wasa significantdecreasein the
directional differencerelative to the drifters (from 57ø to
39ø). The comparisons
with Geosatdata showedno signifi-

assimilations

the subtracks(compareFigures5b and 5d). It increasedthe
strength of two anticyclonic eddies, one north of the jet at
about 38øN, 126øW and one south of the jet at about 36øN,
124øW. It also created offshoreflow near 36.5øN, 124.5øW,

morelike the MCC estimate(Figure 4d). The offshoreflow
was apparentin the originalinversion(Figure 5a) but disappearedwith the reductionin resolution(Figure 5b).

Drifter

50

at

increasesin the ratios which were marginally significant,
without increasing the directional differences. The assimilation degradedthe fit to the heat equation from a misfit of
about 64% for the controlcaseto misfitsof 69% for oneprofile and 74% for two profiles. The assimilationof the Geosat
data also changedthe character of the velocity solution near

TABLE 5. Geosat Assimilation Compared with Drifter and ADCP Vectors

Solution

was the inversion

ADCP

Ratio

50

Ratio

No.

Inverse

No data

57 ø

0.34

77 ø

0.57

18

Day 200
Both days

58ø
56ø

0.39
0.38

85ø
69ø

0.59
0.61

18
17

No data

48 ø

0.26

55 ø

0.48

18

Both days

67ø

0.27

58ø

0.50

18

MCC
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Objective analysis. To smooth the M CC vectors and combine them with altimeter data, we used objective analysis
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ble spatial resolution(the half-powerpoint for the low-pass
filter was55 km) the Geosatprofileshavejet velocities1.5-2

(OA) [Brethertonet al., 1976]. We first fit a streamfunc- times larger than the AVHRR estimates. Note that the avtion to the MCC vectors using OA and then calculated a
new vector field from this stream function, which had, by
definition, zero divergence. We used the isotropic covari-

erage spline knot spacingfor the inversesolution was about
35 km

and the correlation

tile for the MCC

method

was

about 27 km. Varying the constraint weighting factors in
ancefunctionchosenby Walstadet al. [1991]for the stream the inversionsdid not produce more energeticjets in the sofunction, based on an analysis of ADCP data in the CTZ lutions: the more energetic solutions had large vectors in a
few regionsnear the edgesof the images, with correspondregion:
ingly large divergences,rather than larger jet speeds.
82

Cg,
g,= (1--•-)e-(•/c)'

A detailed comparison of drifter displacements and SST
(9) feature
motion in the region of the jet confirmed that the

where C•0 is the covariancefunction of the stream function
field, •b is the stream function, s is the distance to data

drifters are moving faster. For a small subsample of initial
drifter locations, features were tracked subjectively and by
the MCC method. The average ratio of subjectively determined velocity magnitudes to drifter magnitudes was approximately 0.6, while the M CC method yielded an average ratio of 0.4. Thus, subjectively tracking features producessomewhat greater velocitiesthan the automated fea-

points, and c and d are length scaleswith valuesc = 100 km
and d = 120 km. Walstad et al. used smaller length scale
values of c = 50 km and d = 60 km; the larger values used
here were necessaryto accommodate the larger spacing of
the altimeter tracks. A rough estimate of the uncertainties
ture tracking(MCC) but doesnot producethe large velociin the MCC velocities,with units of meters per second,was ties of the drifters. Some drifters moved across the cold fila-

taken to be (l-r),

wherer is the correlationcoefficient.An ment, leaving SST features behind and moving into warmer
estimateof 0.1 m s-• wasusedfor the uncertaintyin the water with relatively no features. In some regions, it was
altimeter

velocities.

Velocity estimates were reconstructed from the vectors

shownin Figure 4d usingOA without (Figure 7a) and with
(Figure 7b) altimeterdata. Both the smoothingof the objective analysis and the incorporation of altimeter data affected the statistics of the velocity estimates relative to the
in situ data. The smoothing alone reduced the rms angu-

lar differences(compareTables 2 and 5) from 55ø to 48ø
for the drifters

and from 65 ø to 55 ø for the ADCP

vectors

impossible to track features at all, even when strong ve-

locities were indicated by the drifters (38.8øN, 123.9øW,
in Figure 1). This illustrates the fact that in some regions, processesother than horizontal advection dominate
the heat budget and make the major contribution to changes
in the SST field, violating the assumptionsinherent in both
AVHRR

methods.

The similarity in the estimates from the two methods and

in the nature of the errors suggeststhat the methods are

(a significantimprovement).However,the magnituderatios equivalent, i.e., the small-scale features which are cross cor-

alsodecreasedsignificantly,from 0.38 to 0.26 and from 0.54
and 0.48 for drifters and ADCP, respectively. The addition

related

in the MCC

method

must be the same features

which

produce the SST differences used by the inversion to estiof the Geosatdata had little effecton the magnitudes(Ta- mate velocities. The underestimate of the jet velocity sugble 5), but it did increasethe rms angulardifferences
for the gests that either the small-scale SST features do not move
driftersfrom 48ø to 67ø, whichwasa significantdegradation. at the speed of a water parcel in the jet or that the core of
Thus the assimilation of Geosat data into the MCC method
the jet is isothermal and therefore there is no SST difference
did not improve the estimate statistics. Qualitatively, the resulting from advection in the jet core.
velocity fields in Figure 7 contain the same features as preTo some extent the problems of the AVHRR estimates
viously seen, with the overall impression of a strong jet,
may be corrected by assimilation of other data, although
meandering through a field of cyclonic and anticyclonic ed- the preliminary attempts described here showedonly moddies. Inclusion of the altimeter data in the OA appears to
est improvements, and only for the heat equation inversion.
have both

increased

the flow around

the closed eddies

and

increasedthe continuity within the meanderingjet.
5.

DISCUSSION

How good are the AVHRR methodsfor estimating velocity? Both methods producenearly instantaneouspictures of
the energetic flow features, which agree qualitatively with
other velocities on scales greater than 50-100 km. Both
methods systematically underestimate the magnitudes of
the velocities as measured by drifters and ADCP at 20 m
depth; however, the directional differences are comparable with those obtained by comparing ADCP vectors with
drifters for the same period. We suspect that the underestimate of the velocity, particularly in the jets, is inherent in
the AVHRR data, rather than a limitation of the methods.
We do not believe it is due to inadequate spatial resolution becausea comparisonwith the Geosat velocity profiles

(Figure 6) showsthat all the small-scale
featuresof the flow
field are present in both AVHRR estimates. With compara-

The

results

here

are somewhat

in contradiction

with

the

resultsof Taggart[1991],who usedthis samemethodof assimilation with synthetic altimeter data. Using some of the

sameAVHRR images(A, C, E, and G in Table 1) and profiles constructed from the ADCP vectors, Taggatt showed
that assimilating profiles at 25-km spacing gave little improvement in the velocity solutions over assimilation of a
single profile. The analyseshere suggestedthat two profiles,
separated by about 100 km, gave better results than a single profile. Clearly the problem of combiningAVHRR with
other

data

needs a more careful

examination.

What are the advantages and disadvantages of each
AVHRR method? The inversion of the heat equation works
better with slightly longer time separation between images

(6-18 hours)and doesnot requirethe full spatial resolution
of the images. Tests with these same images decimated by
a factor of 4 produced similar statistics to the 1-km resolution images, suggestingthat the inversionshould work on
the Global Area Coverage(GAC) 4-km data that are rou-
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tinely archived,if adequatecloud flaggingcan be done. On
the other hand, the MCC method giveslarger jet velocities. The shorter optimal temporal separationof the MCC
method wouldbe an advantagewhen a regionwasclear only

cyclonic eddy to its south, which is the offshoreend of the
jet, have a dipole structure similar to that in the detached

eddyin the numericalsimulations
of Haidvogel
et al. [1991];
in fact, the narrownessof the jet and the onshoreflow at

for a short period becauseof cloud cover. The M CC method

37.5øN,125øW(compare
Figure5a andFigure3) suggest

may also be more successfulwhen SST gradientsare weak
or when the SST gradientscannot be correctedproperly.
To what extent is the divergencefield of the AVHRR-

that the meander may be pinchingoff this pair of eddies.

derived estimates realistic and informative?

The horizontal

divergencewas calculatedfrom an averageof the estimates

6.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A set of 11 relatively cloud-freeAVHRR imagesfrom a

for the last two 12-hourperiods(days199.75and 200.25) 3-day period and coincident drifter, ADCP, and altimeter
for both the MCC and inversemethods,becausedivergence data were used to evaluate the performance of two methfields for individual estimates were quite noisy. The diver-

ods of estimating horizontal velocities in the upper ocean

gencefield from the M CC method(not shown)had maxi- from sequencesof AVHRR images. The two methods are
mummagnitudes
of 0.4-0.6days-• (5-7 x 10-6 s-•); and the MCC method[Emery et al., 1986]and the inversionof
of the esthesemaximaoccurredboth within and outsideof the region the heat equation[Kelly, 1989]. The comparisons
timates with the data weregivenin termsof the rms angular
of divergencefrom the inversionof the heat equation has differencesand the rms ratio of the magnitudes.
of strong offshoreflow. Unlike the MCC estimate, the field

The most striking result is the similarity between the
comparison
statistics of the MCC and the inverse solutions
the jet or near the coast. Much of the jet was convergent,

its maximumvalues(about0.4 days-•) concentrated
near

with a maximumin the cycloniceddy at its offshoreedge
(Figure 5a) and near wherethis eddy appearsto be pinching off at 37.5øN,125øW.This pattern of convergence
was
similar to the patternsof downwellingseenin the numerical
simulationof a jet by Haidvogelet al. [1991,Plate 2]. An

and the quali.tativeagreementbetween the estimates. Both
methods underestimatethe magnitudesof the ADCP vectors by about 35% and the drifters by about 56%. Rootmean-square differences in direction were 600-70 ø, which
were only slightly larger than that from a baseline com-

parison(59ø) established
by interpolatingADCP vectorsto
by the lack of comparisondata; the field from the inverse the positionsof velocity vectorsfrom drifters. We suggest

evaluation of the usefulnessof the divergencefield is limited

that the methods are equivalent, i.e., the small-scalefeatures
solution has plausiblestructure and magnitudes.
which are cross correlated in the MCC method must be the
What information can be gained from the AVHRRderived velocities? The qualitative agreementbetween the same features which produce the SST differencesused by
AVHRR estimatesand the in situ data suggeststhat they the inversion to estimate velocities.
The underestimateof the velocity, particularly in the jets,
can be useful in determining the appropriate conceptual
model of the jets [seeStrub et al., 1991]. In all AVHRR is inherent in the assumptionsused to derive the velocity
estimates the offshore-directedjet is fed by flow from the from the AVHRR data, rather than a limitation of a parnorth; there is no evidenceof flow from the southbeingdi- ticular method. The small-scaleSST features near the jet
rected into the jet, except where the cycloniceddy near its move more slowly than a water parcel. In addition, the core
of the jet is nearly isothermal so that advection produces
offshoreedge recirculateswater from the jet. In all AVHRR
estimatesthe offshore-directed
jet has a strongreturn flow; little SST differencebetweenimages. The underestimateof
the return flow bifurcatesinto a cycloniceddy and a south- the jet speedsis not due to inadequate spatial resolution in
ward flow similar to the mean 1988 flows calculated from
the estimates. Both methods resolvethe energeticflow feathe drifters[Brink et al., 1991,Figure3d]. This asymmetry tures with horizontal scalesof 50 km or more, although the

of the jet (inflowfrom the north and outflowto the south) inverse method appears to resolve flow features better near
suggeststhat the jets are primarily meanders of the south-

the edge of the images than the MCC method. Nevertheless

ward flow, not simply an illusion created by the alignment the Geosatgeostrophicjet velocitieswith comparablespatial
of the nearby eddies.
resolutionare 50-100% larger than the AVHRR estimates.
Nevertheless,this meanderis embeddedin a strongeddy
Despite their similar comparisonstatistics,the AVHRRfield and it is probably affected by interactions with these derived fields from the two different methods differed from
eddies. The anticycloniceddy to the northwestof the jet is a eachother in the statisticalcharacterizationnearly as much
feature that wasobservedonly in the AVHRR-derived fields, as they differed from the in situ data. The M CC estidespite the fact that it correspondsto a regionof small SST mateshadlargermagnitudes
(by aboutonethird) than the
gradients.An eddy has beenfoundin this locationduring a inversesolutions,particularly in the jets, while the invernumberof summersurveys[Rieneckeret al., 1987]and there sion producedsmootherfields. The inversionusesslightly
has been speculationthat this eddy was presentduring the longerperiodsbetweenimages(12-18 hourscomparedwith
1988 surveys[Lagerloef,1992],althoughnoneof the drifters 4-12 hoursfor the MCC method) and perhapslower spaenteredthis eddy. The field surveyon July 13-18 [Huyer et tial resolution(4 km comparedwith 1 km), makinguseof
al. , 1991]showswhat couldbe the easternpart of this eddy archivedGAC data possible.It has the disadvantageof rebut did not samplefar enoughwest to resolvemore of it; the quiringan atmospheric
correctionfor temperaturegradients.
field survey on June 20-27 showsperhaps half of an eddy, Both methodsrequire that as many imagesas possiblebe
in the same approximatelocation but again did not sample collectedover periods of a few days. Both methods would
far enough west to determine whether it was a closededdy. Msobenefitfrom automatedcloudscreeningtechniques.
The AVHRR methods were combined with each other and
Both AVHRR methods resolvethis eddy, and its existenceis
supported by an onshoreflow north of the jet in the Geosat with altimeter data to attempt to improve the estimates.
data on day 200 (Figure 2). This anticycloniceddy and the The combinationof the two methodsdid not significantly
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improve the statistical comparisonswith the in situ data.
Assimilation of the altimeter data into the inversion gave a
modest improvement in the comparison statistics when data
from two subtracks were used. The large angular differences
in the baseline comparison between the drifter and ADCP
vectors and the small spatial region covered by the in situ
data made it difficult to establish whether incorporating altimeter data significantly improved the solutions. Although
the assimilation of altimeter data clearly needs to be investigated further, these results suggestthat multiple altimeters
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where T} = Tx- To, TJ = T•-
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To, and To is a reference

temperature closeto the mean SST in the maps. The factor
p0 is the reflectance of the sea surface at zero zenith angle,
and a is the ratio of the actual path length to the path
length at zero zenith angle, which for small angles can be

approximatedas 1/cos 0. The terms U and F representthe
absorption and emission, respectively, of infrared radiation
by the atmosphere. The terms q and p come from a Taylor
expansion of the inverse of the Planck function around the

referencetemperatureTo, i.e., q = PIP' and p = lIP',

(ERS-1 and TOPEX/Poseidon)or aircraft-deployed
drifter

where the Planck function relates the infrared radiance L x

data should be useful in constraining the AVHRR-derived

to the temperatureof the radiator,L x = Px(T), and P' =

fields.

OP/OT. Here q0 and p0 are the functionsq and p evaluated
at To and q• and px are the partial derivatives of q and p

The qualitative accuracy of the flow fields suggestedan
interpretation of the velocity estimates in terms of proposed
conceptual models of the California Current. The jets appear to be meanders of the southward flow and indicate a
strong return flow south of the offshore-directedflow near
Point Arena. These meandersare clearly interacting with a
strong eddy field; an anticyclonic eddy to the northwest of
the jet was a robust feature of all the AVHRR-derived fields
and its existence was supported by an onshore flow north
of the jet in the Geosat data. The divergencefields derived
from the velocity estimates were noisy and therefore somewhat suspect;howeverthe field computed from the inversion
showedthe jet to be predominantly convergent.
APPENDIX

with respect to temperature, respectively, also evaluated at
To.

An empirical correction for the channel 4 brightnesstemperatures was found by computing the linear regressioncoefficients between the spatial mean and standard deviation
of the brightness temperature Tx for each image and the

path length ratio c• (seeTable A1). Theserelationshipscan
be seenby rewriting (A1) as

T• = TJ(1- o•A)- o•B- C

(A2)

A = q•U - pl F

(Aa)

B = qoU- poF

(A4)

C = poqo

(A5)

where

A: PATH LE•C•
CORREC•O•
FOR AVHRR
IMACSS

As discussed
by Kelly an Davis[1986](hereinafterKD)
an effective empirical correction for water vapor errors in
the SST maps for northern California summer can be made
by assumingthat atmosphericwater vapor is constant over
several days. Therefore the correction can be parameterized
simply in terms of the path length between the satellite and
the sea surface or, alternatively, as a function of the zenith

or nadirangle,0 [cf. KD]. Zenithanglesfor the centerof the
images were estimated from maps of the orbital subtrack.
The relationship between the actual sea surfacetemperature T• and the brightnesstemperatureTx for a singlechan-

nel of the AVHRR can be written [cf. KD]

T• = T• - (po+ o•U)(qo
+ qlTs
•) + o•F(po
+ p•T•) (A1)

The quantity p0 was assumed to be -0.01,
value does not affect the inversions

ax = (1 - c•A)a•

and then this value of A was used to determine

Before

After
s.d.

0.915

16.20

0.997

1.166

16.06

1.260

15.11

1.097

16.10

1.174

45 ø
49 ø

-1.336

16.13
16.20

1.262

14.59

G

18 ø

15.12

1.290

16.02

1.396

Angle

Mean Tx

B

46 ø

14.71

C

3ø

15.23

D

26 ø

E*
F

(A6)

The quantities a• and A were found from the linear regression between the standard deviation of the images and c•,

Mean Tx

Image

because it is a constant

for all the images and the SST maps are always differenced.
The standard deviation of the brightnesstemperature ax is
then related to the standard deviation of the actual SST,
a•, by

TABLE A1. SST Before and After Path Length Corrections
Zenith

based on KD

(notethat therewasa signerrorfor this quantityin KD); its

s.d.

1.513

H

47 ø

14.48

1.042

15.98

1.102

I

52 ø

14.08

1.023

15.74

1.103

J

29 ø

14.91

1.129

15.94

1.242

K

30 ø

15.21

0.808

16.28

O.87O

*Image E was not used to computethe empiricalcorrection.

the value of
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B in the linear regressionbetweenthe meanimage temperature perturbation< T• > and a. Theserelationships
can

be seenmostclearlyby rearrangingthe termsin (A2) and
averagingthe temperaturesspatially, to get

< • >=< •' > -C - •(• < •' > +•)

(^7)

MCC method to filtered imagesseparated by 11 days, which
should have produced only random cross correlations. For
a search window that allowed 10-pixel displacementsin all
directions, only approximately 10% of the maximum cross
correlations

were above 0.4.

For a search window

that

al-

lowed 20- and 30-pixel displacements,approximately 10% of
the maximum cross-correlationswere above 0.55 and 0.60,
respectively.These valuesare usedas approximate90% confidencelimits for r. When no high-passfilter was applied to

The spatial averageof T•, which was assumedconstantfor
the seriesof images,was also found. The regressions
were
computedon a common256 x 256 pixel subsetof the original 512 x 512 images to eliminate possiblecontamination the images,thesevaluesweremuchhigher(0.65, 0.79, and
0.85, respectively).
by unmaskedland pixels, clouds,and fog. The resulting
There are a variety of searchstrategies which can be emvaluesfor • T• • and a• were 2.13øC and 1.20øC,based

ployed in finding the location of the maximum value of r.
The brute force method movesthe correlation tile pixel-byB were then used alongwith (A3) and (A4) to estimate
pixel through the search window, calculating r at each lovalues of the parameters U and F, which were 0.0822 and
cation and choosingthe absolute maximum. Although this
0.477x 10-e. Therewasconsiderable
scatterin the regreswas the method employed in the present study, nearly idension of the standard deviation of temperature againstpath
tical results were obtained in much lesstime by first usinga
length, which reflects the inaccuracy of the assumptionof
coarser grid to search for the approximate locations of all of
on a reference temperature of 14•C. The values of A and

constant water vapor. Nevertheless, the values of U and F

compare favorably with those obtained by KD, which were

the local maxima

within

the search window.

The location

of

0.123and 0.643x 10-e respectively,
andsuggest
somewhat eachlocal maximum was then usedas the starting point of a
lessatmosphericwater vapor in July 1988 than in July 1981. new calculation, using the full resolutiondata set, marching
up the gradient in r until a new local maximum was found.
The location of the largest value of r calculated within the
APPENDIX B: DETAINS OF THE MCC
search window was chosen as the location of the displaceCALCULATIONS
ment. By skipping to every third pixel before calculating
the initial crosscorrelationsand using only every other pixel
A number of trade-offs affect the choice of the sizes for
the correlation tile and the search window, as well as the in the initial cross-correlationcalculations, the speedof the
use of the high-pass filter. To resolve the motion in nar- computation was increased by a factor of 8. Combined with
row jets, small correlationtiles are desired.However,larger the increased speed of modern workstations, this method
correlation tiles contain more distinctive features and thereproducesvelocity calculationswith 20-km resolution (441
fore give more degreesof freedom in the correlations. If vectors)for a 512 x 512 pixel imagepair in 6-10 min (on
the searchwindowis large, as is requiredby long periods
between images and large velocities, a greater number of
crosscorrelationsmust be calculated,increasingthe chance
of spuriouscrosscorrelationcoefficientsand increasingthe
computation time. If the searchwindow is kept artificially
small, the ability to find realistic maximum velocitiesis lost.

a VAXstation 3100), comparedto the 18-24 hoursrequired
previouslyusing the brute force method (on a microVAX
II).
A final aspectof the searchstrategy involvesthe inclusion

of rotation. Besidessimply displacing the initial search tile
and calculating r, the intial tile can be rotated through a
reasonable
range of angles to accommodate rotation of the
In the presentstudy, the searchwindowwaslarge enough

(10-30 pixels,depending
on separation
times)to findmax- features[Kamachi, 1989; Tokmakianet al., 1990]. Previimum velocitiesof slightlyover1.0 m s-•. In retrospect, ously, the computation time for these additional calculations
no coherent
velocities
over0.8 m s-• werefound,implying was prohibitive. Although it is now feasible, the additional

large enough to contain a number of distinctive features with

searchesincrease the chance of erroneoushigh correlations.
Our computations showedthat with images closeenoughtogether in time, curving jets and eddies with diameters less
than 100 km can be resolved with the basic method, that

scales of 5-10

is, without rotation. Emery et al. [1992]in their investiga-

that a smaller search window could have been used. The

size of the correlationtile usedwas a 25-pixel square,small
enough to marginally resolvejets of 20-40 km width, and
km.

The tendency for cross-correlationcalculationsto be dominated by larger-scalefeatures in the fields can be reduced

by high-pass(in wavenumber)filtering the imagesor by calculating SST gradients. Calculating gradientson the small-

est possiblegrid (centereddifferences
with 2-pixelspacing)
allows very precisecalculationsof displacementsin the ab-

tion of an alternative method of following rotation in closed
rings and eddies, also noted that the basic method, without
rotation, produces similar results.
APPENDIX C: DETAINS OF THE INVERSE
CALCULATIONS

sence of rotation

or distortion.
This method has been used
Several specificchangesfrom Kelly [1989] were made
with successin tracking ice motion [Collins and Emery, in the inversion method used here. The two-dimensional
1988]. The large degreeof distortionor rotation in oceanic Fourier seriesused as basisfunctionswere replacedby twofeatures between images, however,results in very low cross dimensionalbiharmonicsplines(see,for example, Sandwell
correlationsbetween gradient images. Therefore we used a [1987]). The two-dimensionalbiharmonicspline Green's
[•[- 1). The twohorizontal
velocity
high-passfilter (two-dimensional
cosinefilter with a wave- function•b(•)is [a•[2(ln
lengthof 30 km) on the images,whichretainedfeatureswith components are expanded in the Green's functions as
scales less than

20-25

km.

An empirical estimate of the significancelevel of the max-

imum crosscorrelation was determined by applying the

M

u(•)= • A•(f- •j)
j=l

(C1)
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M

wasnot part of the inversionhere, we eliminatedrow weight-

where the summation

is over M
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valid subsets with

centers

xj in the spatial domain of the image pairs. The spatial
resolution of the splines depends on a parameter, called nd
here, which sets the number of data per knot in the spline.
The larger the value of nd, the smoother the velocity so-

ing and allowedthe solutionto be biasedtowardregionsof
large SST gradients,wherewe expectheat advectionto be
greatestand whereboth the neglectedtermsin (4) and the
SST errors are least likely to influence the solutions.
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